
 

 

 

Medigate has created an innovative operational assessment framework called “The Real-Time 

Healthcare Convergence Maturity Assessment” (CMA). This online self-assessment tool generates a 

cybersecurity, operations and business gap analysis providing HIT, HTM and healthcare financial 

leadership a unique perspective and means to collectively assess enterprise risk. The tool combines 

survey questions covering the NIST security framework and Gartner’s Real Time Health System 

(RTHS). Cross-functional controls are mapped to each framework’s capabilities, cross-referenced and 

scored to identify gaps that manifest as workflow inefficiencies. The CMA identifies them, denotes if 

the gap is a matter of FISMA compliance, and detailed explanations are provided with peer 

benchmarks. 

Given the passing into law of HR 7898, now known as the HIPAA Safe Harbor Law, the CMA’s 

release is well timed. The new law amends the HITECH Act to require HHS to incentivise best practice 

security across all HIPAA-covered entities. It references NIST as the endorsed path to securing 

healthcare assets used in the delivery of connected patient care. Gartner’s RTHS framework provides 

health systems a roadmap to operational maturity. It details how health systems can best leverage 

their digital assets, eliminate silos and drive interoperability in support of value-based care. By 

combining these two frameworks, Medigate has created a way for healthcare organizations to assess 

their convergence maturity. The output of this assessment is a highly practical “convergence roadmap” 

that delivers a valuable, fresh perspective to now merging cybersecurity and asset management 

practices. 

“It’s a clever perspective that adds practical value. We were very happy with the quality of the 
output this tool generates, and look forward to future initiations, as Medigate is genuinely onto 
something here.”  - Healthcare CISO 
 

Convergence Maturity Assessment 

At a Glance 

A powerful gap analysis tool based on NIST, CSF and Gartner RTHS 
best practices 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The inefficiencies exposed in our gap analysis are representative of the actual day-to-day risks that 

health systems should care about. The assessment uncovers areas of risk that live across the 

traditional silos that health systems are trying to eliminate. The reporting output is relevant across 

numerous stakeholder groups spanning IT, information security, networking, clinical engineering, 

biomed, supply chain and financial offices. The objective is to educate HDOs and help them develop a 

more secure operational framework. Given spending on medical devices, the advent of telehealth and 

now, explosive growth in RPM, we thought it was time to broaden traditional perspectives on 

enterprise security. 

The 30-minute Real-Time Healthcare Convergence Assessment can be accessed by qualified health 

systems here. A white paper, “The Business of Healthcare Requires a Converged Approach to 

Security.”, is available for guidance through the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

Email: contact@medigate.io 
Visit: medigate.io 

https://www.medigate.io/medigates-real-time-healthcare-convergence-assessment/
https://www.medigate.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Real-Time-Healthcare-Convergence-Model-White-Paper.pdf
https://www.medigate.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Real-Time-Healthcare-Convergence-Model-White-Paper.pdf
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